MEETING MINUTES
March 4, 2014

Aaron-Oscar Watch Party
*apology- “I think there were a lot of little things that happened and I understand that it is my responsibility to take blame for the various things that went wrong with this event”
*atmosphere of negativity: there is not any particular person responsible, working very hard this term, when a group of people produces so much in so short a time, and we have done a lot this time, it’s good for them to take a step back and look at the big picture and remember what is fun about these events. Sometimes there are curve-balls, were in college and curveballs are part of the game, big picture of throwing big events or throwing successful events.
*high 40 turn out for the event
*we as a hall gov, entered this event with negativity focusing on small details, collectively we were not able to step back and view this particular event as an opportunity to throw another event to collaborate with another hall gov (each of us had our flaws)
*here on out we need to start remembering that we need to have fun doing this, if were not we need to step back and analyze why we’re not having fun.

Welcome to new people!
*stove from 3rd floor North, and Noah
Stephanie- I thought the event was successful, I had fun.
Namratha- everything from here on out needs to be a collective effort from everybody
Isaac- we talked a lot about this before we put the event on, if we look at the money they spent on it. We put too much in and didn’t get enough out of it.
Sam- the money passed through RHA, the vote passed through our Hall Gov. we will only get a certain number for a specific event like this
Morgan- Campaign harder and do the extra work to make the event successful
Ryan- What could we have done that would have made it better
*we did hang posters
Max- the basic math of the situation, about 15$ per person who showed up to the event, mathematically it did not match up. It is nobody’s fault, it was a planning thing that GSH didn’t think through, going forward: we did all that we could, nobody is right or wrong is this event. If we’re throwing money into it, we need to make sure it will be successful event
Namratha- negative attitude going towards the event, lack of effective communication between the two hall governments.

Toy Story Watch party-Rebecca
*the event will start at 10 PM
*Matika, Mario, and Rebecca are leaving for Cotsco around 4 and they are picking up the donuts centerpieces at 6 PM, the food will be there when the event starts and DO NOT open the doors before 10 PM
*SET UP AT 9:30 PM
* the event will be appealing to many people, they have to be LLC
*the total for this event will be 165$
17 people at the meeting

* we want at least 30 people there for all the movies, a lot of people will be there for the first movie and then again when people come home from the parties
* advertise LLC movie night, be very very vague

Randy-Namratha
* asked if anybody would rather have the event in LLC classroom, move it to March 13th, which would be the best
  * move the event to March 13th
  * 6:30 PM on the 13th, it can be a fun study break for people
  * we would prefer the performance hall for this educational event

Hall Government Olympics-Aaron
* week 5 next term
* super Mario cart tournament in the performance hall or capture the flag on the EMU lawn
  * Sam - I like the capture the flag event, lets reserve the rec fields
  * Matt Nelson Clause - scars from capture the flag, Marcus, “if Jan took me down I would be personally offended”, we have to be careful
  * Stephanie - if you did Mario Cart you would appeal to a “less athletic” audience

* VOTE ON: MARIO KART TOURNAMENT vs CAPTURE THE FLAG =
  CAPTURE THE FLAG WINS

March Madness - Nick
* schedule for M.M. first full day or games till the end of the elite 8 we will be on Spring Break, because people will be home and not focused on what goes on in school, not as interested
  * two days back to back when we return, Final Four and the National Championship Game
  * the source is already set up and ready to go
  * full bracket and we’ll keep track of it
  * 180$ guess-timation for the watch party for Final Four
    * yoga on that day for the sign-ups for March Madness
    * LLC ONLY -logistically easier
    * Matt - if we have the competition early enough, people can still come in and get free pizza, and just hand out the prizes to LLC specifically

* Budget?
  * who do the prizes go to?

* VOTE: keep the brackets closed to LLC residents and the prizes exclusive, and the watch party is available to all residents: all in favor, Max obtained
  * ASK FOR PIZZA $ FROM RHA
  * 150$ from us, 150$ from RHA-PASSED
  * Prizes: 70$

RHA Updates-Max
* issue of student staff member position being removed from the RHA, voted down
* amendments proposed by student staff member from Carson
* non-binding vote on fiscal issues
17 people at the meeting

*1 more proposal (shortened from 3 to 4)
*Tika- yes so the amendment proposed, sent out over RHA list serve, agenda. Exec board came together; they have their own amendment that they are proposing. They did come up with a solution that is a little less confusing.

*student staff member position would be volunteer, weekly updates for RHA meeting, read the amendment on the agenda

*having student staff members serve as student staff mentor to support hall governments and members of RHA government

*issues because it was like a co-Matt…kinda awkward. A Chloe or Jan sitting in the room with the same bower and organization behind them as Matt

*brought up having a separate council of RAs so they can have an input, it is kind of weird that they are voting on the funding from student fess which they do not pay

*we as a group voted on not supporting the amendment